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INTRODUCTION
Supply Chain problems continue to make the headlines: Hanjin bankruptcy delaying unloading of cargo ships
while legal matters are settled, port closures due to labor strikes and fires, volatility in the supply chain,
weather continuing to confound international and even national supply chains, terrorism and counterfeiting
impacting credibility and speed, mature business stagnation, changing technology offering huge capability
increases – but requiring skill sets the company doesn’t have, global competitors that know how to compete
effectively, and the well documented supply chain talent gap.
What to do?

First, let’s quantify what supply chain leaders around the world are seeing.

The Allianz Risk Barometer for 2016 shows the following as top

Market
(volatility, competition,
stagnation)

Data confirms what you already know: it’s tough out there. These problems aren’t just nuisances; their
disruptive natures can leave a company wondering how it will survive.
Let’s look at what top supply chains are doing to manage and beat the odds.
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The old cliché holds for supply chain segmentation: a picture shows a thousand words. In our case, it will be a
matrix. While easy to build, the ease is deceptive in the row and column departures from tradition.

We’ll first look at a traditional supply chain example and examine it for supply chain segments. Then we’ll
update our approach.
We’ll be viewing supply chains for a fictitious clothing manufacturer, distributor, and retailer named Tough
Threads.
Tough Threads started as a manufacturer of virtually indestructible outdoor clothing. It sold its clothing lines
to outdoor retailers such as Cabela’s and Bass Pro Shops along with a few niche retailers known to outdoor
enthusiasts.
Later, it added direct purchasing via its website.
Recently, it was asked to provide uniform shirts for park workers who needed clothing that would hold up to
the weather and outdoor conditions as well as long hours and rough treatment. The uniforms were all of
similar design, but, they were customized with each park’s patches prior to being shipped to the customer.
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Gather the data you have, and put it into
an easy to read format

Top Threads gathered the revenue data they had on their various aggregate product families and placed it
into a matrix highlighting which customers were purchasing how much of each category.
Tough Threads strategy matrix looks like this:

All entries shown in thousands of U.S. dollars

The amounts shown in each cell are found in the finance department.
The titles shown across the top row are the same titles marketing and sales use to segment out the
marketplace. Their sales goals and promotions are created uniquely for each type of market shown.
The row titles found in the first column on the left are also from sales and marketing. These are the clothing
categories sold into different markets. Notice that not all clothing categories are sold to all markets/through
all channels.
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There are several things the above matrix tells us and forces us to research, such as:
How much of what category was sold in which market/though which channel? Do the
actual sales match the annual sales plan made at the beginning of the year?

Why are some categories selling more readily in certain markets than others? What
do we need to do to increase sales of some categories in certain markets, or are we
happy with the split as is?
What do we need our supply chains to do for us to grow our sales numbers?

What exactly are our supply chains that service these markets/channels?

Going directly to questions 3 and 4, we can identify each cell on the matrix as a potential
supply chain segment.
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Revenue is just one way to look at our category data.

Let’s look at our Cost of Goods Sold (COGS) for the same market/channel groupings and sales categories. We
would want to do this to make sure we have adequate margin to run the business. We will also want to analyze
why any margin has shrunk or grown.

All entries shown in thousands of U.S. dollars

Generally speaking: gross margin = top line revenue – COGS

COGS information is data used in SCOR to detail the supply chain segment’s Cost equation needed for us to
drive our supply chain segment performance.
The above matrix gives us a preliminary understanding of each clothing category and its relation to the cost of
raw materials that must be purchased for transformation into the final desired clothing.
We can determine if there is more or less of the revenue being tied up in COGS than used to be, or was
planned to be, or should be according to our internal benchmarking that is driving strategy.
We can also determine what percentage of revenue is tied up in COGS compared to financial information
describing competitor’s operations.
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Show the final supply chain
segments’ SCOR

So far, this is typical management analysis of our
business performance.
Let’s deviate from standard practice so that we can
integrate our SCOR performance directly into our
strategic understanding of our supply chain segments.
To do this, we’ll use the uniform shirt sales.
Remember that each uniform shirt had to be customized
with the particular park patches required. Since we do
not want to forecast finished goods that place specific
park patches on specific sizes and types of shirts prior
to receiving an order (once on, removing a patch can
easily damage the shirt) we make the shirts up to a
certain point and then customize with the patches.
This tells us that there are at least two supply chain
segments for uniform shirt production.
The first segment is Make to Stock and operates on a
forecast based on historical data. The shirts are made up
to the point where the patches are required. They are
packaged in large totes and placed in a separate zone in
the warehouse. Since these are forecast items, the
company’s production area is mainly concerned with
efficiencies and therefore tracks either Asset
Management or Cost as their main area of supply chain
concern. We are postponing final form.
he second uniform supply chain segment is Make to
Order. Once a park shirt order is received, the warehouse

picks the required shirts and sends them back into
the manufacturing area for patch application. Once
finished, the shirts are sent back to the warehouse
for shipping. Since the customers expect the correct
patches to be sewn in place correctly and the shirts
to be delivered by the due date, this part of the
supply chain focuses mainly on supply chain
Reliability.
By understanding the underlying supply chain
segments and the metrics that drive performance
for each, management decisions on improving supply
chain operations are made in ways that enhance the
performance metrics for each supply chain segment.
For example, in a recent supply chain conference 3PL
managers and executives were voicing frustration
that their customers were complaining that the
companies were not performing continuous
improvement activities to improve service. These
3PLs were actually spending large amounts of time
doing continuous improvement. However, they were
improving their Responsiveness performance.
Unfortunately, the customers valued Reliability. Only
the part of the work that related to both
Responsiveness and Reliability was being recognized
by the customers – all other work was not visible, or
of interest, since it did not meet the performance
goal the customers were truly interested in
achieving. This misalignment can cost customers,
revenue, and market share.
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But what if Tough Threads has uniform customers that need Responsive supply chain activity?
Perhaps these are summer camps that have varying camp councilors during each week camp is open. The camps only
know who the councilors will be two weeks ahead of each camp’s start date.
Responsiveness requires activity that differs from Reliability since speed is the issue, not perfect order fulfillment.
Camp counselors are more likely to not care if the patches are a bit crooked. But the camps do care if the shirts are not
there the day before camp starts.
Since Tough Threads does not make its own patches, it needs to be sure that its vendor(s) can perform both Reliably
and Responsively. In many cases, these require different manufacturing focus (ie: rapid prototyping vs. large scale
manufacturing). Tough Threads may need a new supplier for the summer months to supply small batches of patches
rapidly for camp counselor customers. This different focus may also require differences in how internal Tough Thread
activities are performed within processes.
The results will be seen in our matrices.

Notice that we’ve embedded our SCOR performance attributes into our strategy matrix so that the supply chain
segment performance we must enhance with our decision making is always front and center.
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Summing up the SCOR

The camp counselors bring to light one of the dilemmas that we often face today in our supply chains.
Traditional customer (market) groupings don’t always capture what the customer (market) values. This is
because we’ve put them together a priori usually based on demographics such as an item type, or a sales
region, or age, or income.
What today’s customers demand is that each supply chain and its segments understand the value they, the
customer, want to receive. This means that marketing now needs to use the enormous amounts of data
coming in to develop what are known as “ad hoc” categories of customers based on the values those
customers seek.

Once we have that information, in the operations areas, we must then translate the insight into our
performance metrics to drive our supply chain performance. What we begin to see is that we can now target
our continuous improvement on processes that will improve in ways the customers will value. This single
benefit eliminates many customer complaints and the potential danger to our market share from performance
misalignment. The benefit extends to our top line as well.
With our additional understanding of customer value and how various parts of our supply chains must perform
to fulfill those values, we can now make decisions that delight and surprise our customers that make us more
competitive at the same time.
Having marketing communicate with our supply chains/operations on customer trends allows us to modify
using continuous improvement as opposed to a more reactive strategy.
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Summing up the SCOR

Having an understanding of what supply chains and the segmentation within them (whether within our 4 walls
or for the extended supply chain), we can analyze how adverse conditions effect on our supply chains. This
analysis can happen earlier and risks can be avoided or minimized. We know exactly where meaningful change
and/or reconfiguration must occur. We then monitor via both performance and revenue to make sure we’ve
succeeded.
These “simple” matrices force alignment within supply chains from the C-suite on into the operational areas.
The alignment provides increased transparency for execution control, connects the parts of the extended
supply chain to the customer value – which eliminates much of the disagreement on how the supply chain
should be driven, and focuses on using data-based decision making. We’ve reduced our “perils” into
performance we can manage, see, and adjust as required to meet customer requirements.
If you are interested in learning more about how to get the alignment, control, and identification of your supply
chains and supply chain segments, check out SCOR-P training where we provide insight and hands on learning
on how to do just those things. You’ll walk out of the 3-day class ready to implement what you’ve learned and
end the chaos, confusion, and endless expediting that occurs when your supply chains are not aligned to
customer values.

Upcoming SCOR-P training:
Please go to www.SCORtraining.com

I look forward to seeing you there and to hearing about your supply chain segmentation successes.

Please feel free to quote this white paper. All I ask that you provide attribution.
Join me on LinkedIn at http://www.linkedin.com/in/cynthiakalinakaminsky
Or contact me at: Info@ProcessStrategySolutions.com
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